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Abstract
To overcome the shortcomings that there are few feasible methods and models in the comprehensive assessment on the quality of the
computational translation, a novel mathematical tool, the unascertained measure was introduced. After the introduction of the basic
knowledge of the Unascertained Sets, the unascertained measure was defined and the comprehensive assessment model was set up.
Then the method was introduced to the quality assessment of the machine translation. Engineering practices shows that the method
can complete the assessment systematically and scientifically without any assumption.
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1 Introduction

2 Machine translation

As one of the computational linguistics research field, the
emergence of the machine translation drives the
development of the information society [1]. In the past
years, lots of works have been done on it. And there are
many machine translation systems available today [2].
They have the advantages of speed, cost-efficiency, and
the ability to deal with sheer volume of translation task.
However, there is one thing computer cannot beat human
being, at least at the present time and near future, which is
the quality of ambiguity. As the key and biggest difficulty
of computational linguistics, the ambiguity is the chief
bottleneck of computer analysis and understanding. So, the
assessment of the computational translation has
significance in theory and practice for the development of
the computational linguistics and the information society.
Many scholars devoted to the related research and have
proposed many effective theories and methods [3-10]. But,
we still have a long way to go.
According to this situation, a new method, the
unascertained set was introduced to solve the
unascertained problem of the assessment. The
unascertained measure was introduced and the credible
identification was set up for the reliability assessment.
Application results showed that it could complete the
reliability assessment systematically and scientifically.
The rest of the paper was organized as follows. In the
introductory part, attention was paid to the basic concepts
of the Unascertained Mathematics. In the following part, a
reliability assessment model was set up. Then, its
application in practice was introduced. Finally, the
advantages of the method proposed here were pointed out.

Machine translation is also called computer translation and
electronic translation. The research of machine translation
in China was started in 1956 and the first test was carried
out successfully in 1959. With the rapid development of
network technique, machine translation becomes more
prosperous when more challenges appear. And unsolved
problems for many years still exist, many work have to be
finished until machine translation technique mature.
2.1 PRINCIPLE AND FUNCTION OF MACHINE
TRANSLATION
The process of Machine translation can be divided into five
parts, includes original language input, original language
analysis, transfer of the original language to target
language, target language generation and target language
output. Although the research work of machine translation
has been underway for many years, its application has
great limitations. Currently, the most advanced machine
translation systems are only used to replace human
translation in a limited range.
The fundamental principle of machine translation is to
build machine dictionary, terminology database, data bank
for translators by huge storage capacity and rapid retrieval
ability of computer. Thus the retrieval time of translators
can be saved greatly. Some machine translation system can
store, revise and print translated text to help to improve
work efficiency apart from providing retrieval function.
Machine translation system allows people intervene during
analysis, transformation and generation. The problems can
be solved easily by people intervene under certain
circumstance, such as language construction ambiguity. In
order to improve translation efficiency and ensure the
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consistency of translated text, machine translation system
usually contains a series of tool components. And two
major tool components are translation memory and
terminology management.
Translation memory is equivalent database of original
and translated text by machine building. Computer can
store translated words needed translation in language
database when translators are working. During the process
of translation, computer will show translators matching
sentences translation when the same and similar sentences
appear. Most of translation memory software support
fuzzy match, users can set minimum matching degree. The
translators still can obtain a sentence of fuzzy match by
fuzzy match, and then all that is needed is to translate or
revise the different parts. Machine memory update
constantly and store automatically new translation users
providing. Along with constant rich of memory database,
the work efficiency of translation will becomes much
higher. The work principle of terminology management is
to scan one by one original terminology by machine and
check in its dictionary base. Terminology management
ensures consistency and accuracy of translation
terminology and the work efficiency of translators.
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language may have several words to express in another
language. When words or sentences are translated into
other languages, ambiguities may occur because of
cultural, grammar or syntactic differences among
languages. This is the inherent characteristics of the natural
language and it is one of the characteristic of the difference
between natural language and artificial language. Human
translators can handle this kind of complexity by
investigating the cultural differences and conducting
research to produce correct translations. However, if
translated by machine, it would be impossible. The studies
to natural language processing system has guiding
significance to researchers, but the complex of the
ambiguity phenomenon needs to put forward more perfect
and more suitable methods for the ambiguity description
and eliminate. There are many factors contributing to the
ambiguity of the machine translation translations other
than in linguistic perspective, such as computational
problems. The studies to natural language processing
system has guiding significance to researchers, but the
complex of the ambiguity phenomenon needs to put
forward more perfect and more suitable methods for the
ambiguity description and eliminate. This is the inherent
characteristics of the natural language and it is one of the
characteristic of the difference between natural language
and artificial language.

2.2 PROBLEM OF COMPUTATIONAL DISTINSTICS
AMBIGUITY
The ambiguity problem is one of the main core problems
in Computational Linguistics. In the beginning of machine
translation, this problem didn’t obtain enough attention. So
the machine translations soon fell into an unprecedented
crisis and directly lead to the appearance of ALPAC report.
It made people further realize the importance of ambiguity
problem. Language disambiguation is a challenge in
machine translation. And the ambiguity phenomenon is the
universal phenomenon in nature language. Ambiguity
processing is key to improve the translation quality.
Ambiguity, according to sources, is divided into
vocabulary ambiguity and structural ambiguity.
Vocabulary ambiguity is one of parts of speech ambiguity
to carry on the syntactic analysis. It easily leads to the
extremely syntactic analysis errors. Meaning ambiguity
directly leads to the wrong statement. Structural ambiguity
is generally caused by the same syntactic structure, and it
should be eliminated through the text analysis of the
subject and the analysis of sentences by other components.
In 1993, Lancaster University Corpus Research Center
developed automatic SEMTAG. Through automatic
classification of the each word, phrase and sentence, the
discourse of the semantic features of general appearance
and distribution state, and the calculation formula of the
original text can be obtained. This method can solve the
exact nature of context translation. The essence of the
ambiguity is the shortage of the corresponding relation
between the expression of the language form and its
meaning. Ambiguity arises when there is a certain concept
in language A but there is no such concept in Language B
or a concept which is described by one single word in one

3 Basic knowledge of unascertained mathematics
The Unascertained Mathematics, proposed by Guangyuan
Wang in 1990 [11], is a tool to describe the subjective
uncertainty quantitatively. It mainly deals with the
unascertained information, which differs from the
stochastic information, fuzzy information and grey
information. The unascertained information refers to the
decision-making-demanded information. The information
itself has no uncertainty, but because of situation constrain,
the decision-maker cannot grasp the total information of
them. The decision-maker himself produces the
uncertainty. Since 1990s, Kaidi Liu and other scholars
have done a lot of work and the Unascertained
Mathematics has been successfully used in many fields
[11-13].
The definition of unascertained sets is introduced
systematically in [11]. Here we will briefly introduce some
key points of the unascertained sets.
3.1 MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION CONSTUCTION
The membership function of the unascertained set meets
the three principles of measure and it is defined in the
topology space  F , E  . Yet, the membership function of
the Fuzzy Set is a function of a single variable defined in
the space of U . The key to the unascertained set is the
membership function construction which demands the
decision-maker’s experience and knowledge background.
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3.2 INDEX IDENTIFICTION WEIGHT

associated with the practice. After consulting the
specialists, seven independent factors constitute the main
assessment indexes. The indexes include readability,
formality, convey degree of the related implications,
convey degree of the implicit implication, covertly
erroneous error, overtly erroneous error and meaning
function. The system of assessment indexes is shown in
Figure 1.

The index’s weight used in the determining of the
composed membership by the single index is and only is
the identification weight of the index. In this case, the
common methods are used to get the weight value of each
assessment index, such as Delphi method, Brainstorming,
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and so on, are helpless.
Here, the information entropy is employed to determine
the index’s identification weight.
Entropy which used to be a thermodynamic concept, it
was introduced into information theory in 1948 by C. E.
Shannon who put forward the concept of information
entropy to measure the level of system chaos or disorder.
And Shannon information entropy, which is an objective
and applicable method for the determination of weight
value, was introduced into the comprehensive assessment.
It can calculate weight value of each index more
effectively in the comprehensive assessment of marine
ecological environment. In the application of Shannon
information entropy method, the greater entropy weight
indicates greater variation extent of relevant index, much
more information and has the greater effect. So, weight
value of corresponding index also should be bigger. In
contrast, for the smaller entropy weight which has little
effect, its weight value should be the smaller [13].
For the discrete stochastic variables, their information
entropy is:

4.2 MODEL BASED ON UNASCERTAINED
MEASURE
Suppose

x1 , x2 ,..., xn are n translation results,
I1 , I 2 ,..., I m are indexes for the assessment of xi ,
I  {I1 , I 2 ,..., I m } , xij is the observed value of xi under

index I j , and ck is the k th comment (1  k  K ) .
Readability

System of quality assessment indexes

n

S   k  pi ln pi ,

(1)

i 1

Formality
Convey degree of related implications
Convey degree of the implicit

implication
Meaning function
Covertly erroneous error

n

where pi is the probability and pi  0,  pi  1 . As ui

Overtly erroneous error

i 1

0  u
i 

uj

 1,  ui  1 , suppose H     uijk log uijk :
K

i

FIGURE 1 The index systems of quality assessment of translation
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then   i   1 i  , 2i  ,..., mi 

4.2.1 Single-index unascertained measure.
(2)



ijk is the degree that the observed value xij of xi belongs
to the assessment rank ck .
The Delphi method is employed to get the scores of
every factor. The number of the specialists is k . Every
specialist should rank the degree that I j 1  j  m 

is the weight of the

I1 , I 2 ,..., I m , where:

 j i  

u ij
m

u
j 1

i 

.

belongs to ck 1  k  K  by using 0-10. If the k th

(3)

specialist thinks that the degree I j belongs to ck is xijk ,

j

K

x

 10 , then ijk 

xijk

is the unascertained measure.
10
After obtaining the comprehensive indexes of assessment
system, standardized processing of the data should be
firstly finished. Suppose the research plan is xij

For the identification principle, if the ranks are orderly,
the principle of maximum degree of membership is not
applicable and the credible identification is often used.

k 1

4 Quality assessment model of machine translation

ijk

(i  1,...,n; j  1,...,m) . It denotes that there are i samples
and j indexes in the research plan. Based on the
characteristics of assessment target, the indexes are
divided into the positive type and negative type. The

4.1 INDEX SYSTEM
The establishment of the assessment index system should
use the system engineering theory and it should be closely
87
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positive type indexes are the indexes whose values are the
bigger the better. The negative type indexes refer to the
indexes whose values are the smaller the better.
For the positive indexes, the normalization is as
follows:
xij 

xij'  min x j
max x j  min x j

.

(4)

For the negative indexes, the normalization is as
follows:
xij 

max x j  xij'
max x j  min x j

.

(5)

where, max x j and min x j represent the maximum and
minimum value of x j respectively.
After the standardized processing, the standardized
matrix xij' be obtained.
The single-index measure assessment matrix of xi is:
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4.2.2 Identification weight of the index.

After the single index matrix and the identification
weight are derived, the comprehensive assessment vector
 i can be derived:

 j x  is the identification weight and:

 i   i1 , i 2 , , in    i   ijk mK ,

 j x  

Lj 

where  i is the unascertained classification, in order to
obtain the certainty classification, the identification is
needed.

i

m

 L 
i 1

.

(12)

(7)

i
j

4.2.3 Comprehensive assessment system.
The common unascertained membership functions are as
follows and four common measure functions, includes
straight line distribution, parabola distribution, exponent
distribution and sine distribution are shown in Figures 2-5.
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 x

ai  x  ai 1


 i  x    ai 1  ai ai 1  ai


0
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0
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   x    x
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 i 1
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,

(8)

FIGURE 2 Straight line distribution
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FIGURE 3 Parabola distribution
FIGURE 5 Sine distribution

4.2.4 Principle of identification.
Because the classification of the comment ranks is orderly,
e.g. ck is “better” than ck 1 , the identification principle of
“maximum measure” is not available. The credible
identification principle is needed. Let the credible
identification be  , it is always 0.6 or 0.7. If:
 k


k0  min    jl    , k  0,1,..., K  1 ,

 l  0


(13)

FIGURE 4 Exponent distribution

then xi belongs to the rank ck 0 .
specialists are invited to give the values of indexes, which
are listed in Table 1.

5 Practice application
Using the method mentioned above, we finished the
reliability assessment of a translation result. Five
TABLE 1 Scores given by the specialists
Specialist
Index
Readability
Formality
Convey degree of related implications
Convey degree of the implicit implication
Meaning function
Covertly erroneous error
Overtly erroneous error

1

2

3

4

5

3.7
3.5
2.9
3.1
3.0
3.9
3.5

4.1
3.9
3.0
3.2
2.8
3.8
3.4

3.5
3.4
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.4
3.3

3.7
3.6
2.8
2.9
3.0
4.0
3.8

3.2
3.2
3.1
3.0
3.1
3.8
3.5

Thus the policy-making matrix can be obtained:

x7' 5

 3.7
 3 .5

 2 .9

  3.1
 3 .0

 3 .9
 3 .5


4 .1 3 . 5 3 .7 3 .2 
3.9 3.4 3.6 3.2
3.0 2.9 2.8 3.1

3 .2 3 . 0 2 .9 3 .0  .
2.8 3.1 3.0 3.1

3 .8 3 . 4 4 .0 3 .8 
3.4 3.3 3.8 3.5

 
ijk

m k

 0.20
 0.20

 0.20

  0.20
 0.20

 0.21
 0.20


0.23 0.19 0.20 0.18 
0.22 0.19 0.20 0.19 
0.20 0.20 0.19 0.21

0.21 0.20 0.19 0.20  .
0.19 0.21 0.20 0.20 

0.20 0.18 0.21 0.20 
0.19 0.19 0.22 0.20 

The weight can be derived and shown in Table 2.

Then, the single-index unascertained measure is
obtained:
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TABLE 2 Weight value of each assessment index
Assessment Index
Readability
Formality
Convey degree of related implications
Convey degree of the implicit implication

Weight Value
0.16
0.15
0.12
0.13

Assessment Index
Meaning function
Covertly erroneous error
Overtly erroneous error

Weight Value
0.13
0.16
0.15

6 Conclusion

The assessment result can be obtained:

 i   0.20 0.21 0.19 0.20 0.20 .

The quality assessment of the computational translation
can eliminate the possibility of failure and it is the key to
ensure the quality of translation. In order to overcome the
defects of subjectivity of common methods and evaluate
effectively computational translation quality, here the
unascertained measure model was established and
employed in practice application. The application results
show that it can easily realize the assessment without any
assumption. And this study has great significance in
improvement of machine translation and other fields.

Let   0.7 , the final assessment results can be
obtained: the translation belongs to the third rank, which
means “normal”.
Using the fuzzy comprehensive assessment [14], it
belongs to the second rank, “better”. Practice demonstrates
that the result obtained by using the unascertained measure
is more rational. The reasons are the unascertained
measure pays more attention to the order of the assessment
space and gives the rational rank and credible
identification principles. All of those are not possessed by
fuzzy comprehensive assessment.
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